
The Royal Rose
Level - Intermidiate (No Gymnasts below 10yrs)

Aimed at those gymnasts high end of recreational and not squad. This is for those
gymnasts that really only do gymnastics as say an advanced rec level. 

The ideal way of summing up this level is the gymnasts who wants to show a handspring but if she does Tudor Rose will 
get �oored.

**** Those that have been in 4 piece at county and region or grades level 4 upwards are requested to not enter PLEASE. ****

Age Catagorys on competition day will be based on gymnasts entered. Gymnasts must be 10years and above. 

Apparatus

• Vault
Vault height 1.15m for all. 

Handspring. SV - 12.00

• Bars
Pull up over the bar to front support, 
Show good front support, then squat 
on and jump to the high bar swing-
ing forwards and back showing a 
dish shape before circling up and 
over into front support. Back hip 
circle and then pike shoot or 
straddle shoot dismount. 

Bonus given for an upstart on the 
low bar. 

• Beam  1 - 15
Set routine of the following moves, 
with a value of 0.5. 

Squat on, 2 dip steps one with each 
leg.  Stretch jump half turn. Tuck 
jump, Arabesque Balance. Squat 
down and half turn, A body wave, 
handspring dismount. 

Bonus moves: Cartwheel, Walkover and Forward roll. Front 
salto dismount is given as a bonus dismount. 
Gymnast may do only 2 bonus moves. (pad maybe used with 
slight
deduction) 

• Trampette 
(Two Attempts)

Stretch jump full turn. SV - 
11.0 

Front tucked Salto somer-
sault. SV - 11.0

Gymnasts perform either 2 
the same or one of each. 

• Tumble
Gymnasts has 2 runs

Round off flic, rebound.
SV - 11.0 

Front somersault. SV - 11.0

There are 3 options, gym-
nasts to perform 2 of the 3 
on offer. (may do 2 the 
same) 
Bonus for a round off tuck 
back. SV - 12.0.

Bonus Moves

All bonus moves on each 
apparatus to be given 0.3. 

Deductions 

Gymnasts may be supposrted 
at any point during routines 
but this will carry a 0.2 
deduction. 
Beam pad may be used but 
again a small deduction of 0.2 
will be imposed. 


